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Any free-standing office furniture can blend
the accessibility of traditional desking with the
efficiency of a panel-based system, but it takes
Volition to create your own workspace.
Whether you are building an environment from
the ground up or incorporating new furniture into
an existing layout, Volition is the perfect choice.
Worksurfaces in widths from 24" to 72" and two
depths accommodate any size space. Likewise,
leg glides with over 1" of adjustability guarantee
a stable installation on every flooring surface.
And with almost unlimited paint, laminate, and
fabric combinations, Volition harmonizes with
nearly any color palette.
Your office furniture has to do more than suit
your space. It also has to suit your changing
needs. Volition responds with add-on worksurfaces and curvilinear peninsula shapes that
transform a desk into a meeting space at the swivel of a chair.
To ensure that only your intended audience is
treated to your presentation, Volition includes
privacy features in multiple configurations.
End and modesty panels can maximize either
air circulation or coverage, and desktop screens
are available in both upholstered and translucent
options. You've come a long way from covering
your answers with your hand, shouldn't your
furniture?

Privacy Screen - A single
translucent privacy screen
serves to visually divide two
stations at the edge of a
worksurface.

Full End Panel - Steel fullend panels enhance privacy,
reduce noise, and provide
complete enclosure for
under-desk storage.

Partial End Panel - can be
used at desk intersections
to improve accessibility and
increase leg room.

Pedestal Cushion A Series XXI® pedestal file
with a cushioned top handles
storage and impromptu
seating needs.
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Volition not only exceeds ANSI/BIFMA
standards, it couples convenience items to its
safety features. A 10-wire electrical distribution
system can be housed within the desk's
horizontal structural beam to supply power
at the worksurface without overtaxing building
circuits or running dangerous extension cords.
Data cables can be routed through the leg
supports, stanchions, grommets or modesty
beams to provide access where you want it
without loose cables.

Full Modesty Panels are used here to provide
unbroken coverage for the
front of an executive desk.

Since workspace clutter isn't limited to cables
and cords, Volition provides additional storage
solutions. Tool rails secure everything, from
hanging files to pencils, to the desk framework.
Similarly, stanchions put Venus® and Universal™
overhead cabinets within easy reach.

Grommets - are standard
in the corners of the desk
to allow easy access to
the wireways within.
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72" Venus Overhead - ADA-compliant Venus overhead is
mounted above the same sized worksurface via two reinforced
steel stanchions. Upper doors of all overheads are available
in standard paint or fabric finishes to coordinate with any décor.

Partial Modesty Panel with
D-Leg - All peninsula desks
are equipped with partial
modesty panels for
improved aesthetics.

Corner Leg - provides
support and routes power
cables run within the desk
to the stanchion above.

Tool Rail - mounted
between stanchions or to
worksurfaces put accessories
close at hand.

Desk Jumper - Flexible desk
jumpers connect the power
systems of adjoining desks,
reducing the number of
feeds required.
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CONVENIENCE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

A PERFECT MARRIAGE OF FORM AND FUNCTION...

Universal Overhead - doors
recess into the cabinet,
allowing you to use the
top as an additional shelf.
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Venus Overheads - feature
two-part “clamshell” doors
that can be easily operated
from a seated position.
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Every component of Volition was thoughtfully
designed to be both aesthetically pleasing
and highly functional. Although stanchions
primarily support overheads or countertops,
as part of the Volition line they are also
tailored frames for privacy screens.
The screens themselves are a combination
tackboard, acoustic dampener, and divider,
but they also create a finished look when
bridging the gap between an overhead
and desk.
Form and function isn't the only union
Volition achieves. Series XXI® storage units
mesh with the system in two ways. Hanging,
mobile, or free-standing pedestal files and
2 drawer lateral files fit perfectly beneath the
worksurface. In addition, Series XXI kiosks
on either side of a desk and overhead
combination create all-in-one storage
with a unified profile.
Volition is also compatible with the
PowerWorks® and System XXI® panel lines.
It attaches to the framework of either system
via specialized brackets, allowing you to retain
the desking even if you remodel with fully
powered panels.
If you are starting with System XXI or
PowerWorks components, Volition's
Universal and Venus overhead conversion kits
allow you to integrate them into a new layout. When you are building an adaptable
office environment, Volition is the first step.

Behind Stanchion Mounted
Screens - provide privacy
independent of stanchions
and overheads.

Between Stanchion
Mounted Screens - create
a flush appearance from
outside the space.

Stanchion Mounted
Countertops - create
transaction spaces while
concealing 11-1/2" of
storage for the user.

Stanchion Mounted
Overheads - Overheads are
mechanically fastened to the
desk frame by way of steel
stanchions which can also
contain wires and receptacles.

Power Pole - enters the
worksurface grommets to
connect ceiling power feeds
with the furniture's 10-wire
electrical system.

Exposed Frame Screens Screens can be ordered fully
upholstered or with a
durable exposed metal frame
painted the trim color.
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FABRICS AND FINISHES
*Product fabrics and finishes shown are reproduced as faithfully as possible within the limitations of the printing process.
COVER SHOT
Work Surface Laminate-Castle Oak (LCO)
Paint-Wet Sand (WS)
Trim/Accessories-Sand (SA)
Screen Fabric-Mayer Fabrics Formations Willow FAB0351
Overheads-Wet Sand Paint with Mayer Fabrics Equal EQ748 Bone Fabric Upper Door
Navigator® Seating Fabric-Mayer Fabrics Waste Not Celery Seed 837-013 with Wet Sand Paint and Black Poly
Pride™ Chair Fabric-Mayer Fabrics Antique Faux Leather Old Glory AQ-001 with Black Poly
PAGE 2/3 SPREAD
Work Surface Laminate-Karratha Brush (LKA)
Paint-Bronze Metallic (ZM)
Trim/Accessories-Black (BL)
Screen Fabric-Mayer Fabrics Serendipity/Furrows Fortuitous FAB9618
Overheads-Bronze Metallic Paint with Translucent Upper Door
Snap™ Chair Fabric-Mayer Fabrics Faux Leather Coordinates Virtually Suede Doe 606-037 with Black Poly
PAGE 4/5 SPREAD
Work Surface Laminate-Cloud Zephyr (LCL)
Paint-Espresso Metallic (EX)
Trim/Accessories-Black (BL)
Screen Fabric-Mayer Fabrics Zirconia Obsidian FAB0361
Overheads-Espresso Metallic Paint with Mayer Fabrics Origin FAB0342 Aquamarine
Navigator® Seating Fabric-Mayer Fabrics Clematis 222-006 Granite with Espresso Metallic Paint and Black Poly
Pride™ Chair Fabric-Mayer Fabrics Jekyll and Hyde JH-001 Oxblood with Black Poly
PAGE 6/7
Work Surface Laminate-Biltmore Cherry (LBT)
Paint-Chamomile (CE)
Trim/Accessories-Sand (SA)
Screen Fabric-Mayer Fabrics Equal EQ424 Amethyst FAB1522 and Mayer Fabrics Equal EQ381 Aquamarine FAB1508
Overheads-Chamomile Paint with Mayer Fabrics Equal EQ424 Amethyst FAB1522 and
Mayer Fabrics Equal EQ381 Aquamarine FAB1508 Fabric Upper Doors
Ithaca™ Chair Fabric-Mayer Fabrics Vinyl Radiance Graphite PR-006 with Black Poly
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